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Overview 
SearchAll for Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2013 and Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 enables users to quickly 
find entity records by using a keyword search. Information within entity records that meets the searched 
keywords are displayed in the search results. Entities and information within columns are only 
searchable if configured in the SearchAll settings. 
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Getting Started 
Refer to the sections below for information on using the SearchAll solution. 

Understanding the SearchAll User Interface 
Log into Dynamics CRM as a user that has the SearchAll User security role and navigate to Workspace > 
My Work > SearchAll. Refer to the screenshot below and the following descriptions to navigate through 
the SearchAll user interface. 

 

Figure 1: SearchAll general view. 

1. Search scope and the Global Search function – Here you can narrow down which entities are to 
be searched through for the keywords that are being searched for from Dynamics CRM content 
database and use the Global Search function. Global Search searches the column content of 
entities (selected in the Search for drop-down list) for the keyword you specified. Refer to 
Global Search for details of how to perform the Global Search operation. 

• Search Scope – Click the drop-down list next to Search for to view the selected entities 
(as marked in the screenshot below). You are able to search the column content of the 
entities listed here. Click the settings ( ) button to add, remove, and edit the entities 
in this list. 

 

  Figure 2: SearchAll scope configuration. 
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• Global Search – Click the down arrow ( ) button to set the search condition and click 
the search ( ) button to perform the search. There are four search conditions as 
follows. If the column content of the entity meets the search condition and the keyword, 
the entity’s corresponding records are displayed in the search results in Area 3.  

o Contains – The column content contains the keyword you entered in the text 
box. 

o Equals – The column content equals the keyword you entered in the text box. 

o Begins With – The column content begins with the keyword you entered in the 
text box. 

o Ends With –The column content ends with the keyword you entered in the text 
box. 

 

  Figure 3: Selecting the search condition. 

*Note: If you do not enter the keyword in the text box, when you perform a search by clicking 

the search ( ) button, all records of the entities selected in the Search for drop-down list are 
displayed. 

2. The following options can be accessed here: 

• Items per page – Click the down arrow ( ) button next to Items per page to specify 
how many items to be displayed on one page for each entity. 

• Refresh – Refreshes the current view. 

3. Search results and the Local Search function – Search results are grouped by the entity name. 
The number of the entity records displaying under each entity is based on the items per page 
settings. On the right of the Area 3 is the Local Search function for each entity. Local Search 
searches the column content of the individual entity for the keyword you specified. Refer to 
Local Search for details of how to perform the Local Search operation. 
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Using Global Search and Local Search 
Use Global Search and Local Search to quickly find the entity records. Refer to the sections below for 
details of how to perform the search. 

Global Search  
Global Search searches the column content of selected entities (selected in the Search for drop-down 
list) for the keyword you specified. After the search completes, you can double-click an entity records in 
the search results to open it, view the details, and edit it. 

Follow the steps below to perform a Global Search operation. 

1. In the Search for drop-down list, select the entities to specify the search scope. For each 
selected entity, only the content of the columns configured on the Search Columns tab can be 
searched.  

2. Specify the search condition and enter the keyword in the text box (marked in the screenshot 
below). For example, select Contains and enter a as the keyword. 

 

 Figure 4: Specifying the search condition and enter the keyword. 

3. Click  to start the search.  

4. After the search completes, view the search results. The entity records whose column content 
contains/equals/begins with/ends with the keyword are displayed in the search result. In this 
case, two entity records’ Full Name columns contain a, so they have been found and displayed 
in the search results and the information of the columns configured on the Display Columns tab 
are displayed. You can also click the column name to arrange the records order to be ascending 
or descending.  

 

 Figure 5: Viewing the search results. 
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Local Search  
Local Search searches the column content of the individual entity for the keyword you specified. After 
the search results are displayed, you can double-click the entity records to open it, view the details, and 
edit it. 

Follow the steps below to perform a Local Search operation. 

1. In the search results, locate the entity that you want to perform the Local Search operation. For 
each entity, only the content of the columns configured on the Search Columns tab can be 
searched. For example, locate the Contact entity. 

2. Click the right arrow ( ) button next to the entity name to view the current entity records. Then 
select the search condition and enter the keyword. For example, select Equals and enter Dirk 
Norman as the keyword (marked in the screenshot below). 

 

 Figure 6: Selecting the search condition and enter the keyword.  

3. Click the search ( ) button to start the search.  

4. After the search completes, view the search results. The entity records whose column content 
contains/equals/begins with/ends with the keyword are displayed in the search result. In this 
case, the entity record’s Full Name column contains Dirk Norman, so it is found and displayed in 
the search result, and the information of the columns configured on the Display Columns tab 
are displayed. 

 

 Figure 7: Viewing the search result. 

5. For each displayed column of the entity, enter the keyword in the text box under the column 
name (as marked in the screenshot below) to find the desired entity records whose specified 
column contains the entered keyword. The search result will be displayed automatically. You 
can also enter the keyword in other columns meanwhile to locate the desired entity records 
quickly and exactly. 

 

 Figure 8: Searching the keyword to locate the desired entity records. 
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Notices and Copyright Information 
Notice 
The materials contained in this publication are owned or provided by AvePoint, Inc. and are the property 
of AvePoint or its licensors, and are protected by copyright, trademark and other intellectual property 
laws. No trademark or copyright notice in this publication may be removed or altered in any way. 

Copyright 
Copyright © 2013-2014 AvePoint, Inc. All rights reserved. All materials contained in this publication are 
protected by United States copyright law and no part of this publication may be reproduced, modified, 
displayed, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, 
mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the prior written consent of AvePoint, 3 
Second Street, Jersey City, NJ 07311, USA or, in the case of materials in this publication owned by third 
parties, without such third party’s consent. 

Trademarks 
AvePoint®, DocAve®, the AvePoint logo, and the AvePoint Pyramid logo are registered trademarks of 
AvePoint, Inc. with the United States Patent and Trademark Office. These registered trademarks, along 
with all other trademarks of AvePoint used in this publication are the exclusive property of AvePoint and 
may not be used without prior written consent. 

Microsoft, MS-DOS, Internet Explorer, Microsoft Dynamics, Microsoft Office SharePoint Servers 
2007/2010/2013, SharePoint Portal Server 2003, Windows SharePoint Services, Windows SQL server, 
and Windows are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. 

Adobe Acrobat and Acrobat Reader are trademarks of Adobe Systems, Inc. 

All other trademarks contained in this publication are the property of their respective owners and may 
not be used such party’s consent. 

Changes 
The material in this publication is for information purposes only and is subject to change without notice. 
While reasonable efforts have been made in the preparation of this publication to ensure its accuracy, 
AvePoint makes no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, as to its completeness, accuracy, 
or suitability, and assumes no liability resulting from errors or omissions in this publication or from the 
use of the information contained herein. AvePoint reserves the right to make changes in the Graphical 
User Interface of the AvePoint software without reservation and without notification to its users. 

AvePoint, Inc. 
Harborside Financial Center, Plaza 10  
3 Second Street, 9th Floor  
Jersey City, New Jersey 07311 
USA 
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